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ABSTRACT
The gadget gives built-in workflow of RIDE SHARING SYSTEM. It gives entire spectrum of retrofit options for
current administration that reliability of ticket reservation and the environment friendly of organization. This mission
mainly developed for digital ticket sharing service. As per the important points of expenditure on transport, buses are
the most favored mode of public transport in each rural and city India. In order to serve these many commuters daily,
the ticketing amenities on hand in the present gadget of public bus transport is manual, purchasing the ticket from the
conductor. Sometimes the tickets are no longer accessible and the hassle with bus offerings is that they are now not
reliable. The person can e book the tickets via this internet site and additionally they can take a look at the availability
of seats, e book tickets, get the seat routinely thru this internet site and the anticipated ready time. When one passenger
cancels the ticket, different waitlist passenger did no longer be aware of about the cancel tickets. So passenger are
overlooked the cancel ticket. This carrier used for bus transport. The bus transport quarter which consists of wastage of
too lots paper, use of money for buying tickets, etc.Some different frequent issues confronted through commuters in bus
transport are undue ready time, insufficient time for getting tickets, non-refund of balances, negligence of presenting
seat to different passengers, etc.

Keywords:

INTRODUTION
The gadget presents built-in workflow of
automobile matching in social journey sharing a charge
conscious strategy system. It affords whole spectrum of
retrofit options for present administration that
reliability of ticket reservation and the environment
friendly of organization.
This challenge specifically developed for social
experience sharing service. When one passenger
cancels the ticket, different waitlist passenger did no
longer recognize about the cancel tickets. So passenger
are neglected the cancel ticket. This carrier used for
bus transport.
This task helped to the passenger. When the
passenger cancelled the reservation ticket at that time
passenger bought the specific stability quantity no
longer a full paid amount. In this state of affairs we
create this utility for saved the cancelled ticket details.
When the ready ticket passenger will view the
cancelled ticket important points and reserve the ticket.
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This task will have the special modules like
passenger detail, ticket reservation details, cancelled
ticket details, ready passenger listing details, ticket
sharing details.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
EXISTING SYSTEM
Existing machine did no longer supply
sharing alternative to the customer. The
solely allowed to e book and cancelled the
the online. Problems in gaining access to
clear the doubts about a sharing ticket.

any ticket
purchaser
tickets via
and make

DRAWBACKS OF EXISTING SYSTEM
1. Not secure.
2. Only reserving and cancelled option.
3. Lot of time search for a particular person’s ticket
detail.
4. No availability of seats can be enquired.
5. Passengers can't additionally cancel their tickets.
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Proposed Algorithm
This venture helped to the passenger. The device is
very easy in layout and to implement. In this state of
affairs we create this utility for saved the cancelled
ticket details. When the ready ticket passenger will
view the cancelled ticket important points and reserve
the ticket.

1. Easily e book the ticket to passenger.
2. Share the tickets
3. Based on person requirement ready listing
information’s are retrieved.
4. Good reviews can be provided.
5. Retrieval of facts is easy.

ER DIAGRAM
ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM

INPUT DESIGN
Input layout is the system of connecting the useroriginated inputs into a laptop to used formats. The aim
of the enter plan is to make records entry Logical and
free from errors. Errors in the enter database managed
with the aid of enter layout this software is being
developed in a easy manner. The types are being
designed in such a way that at some point of the
processing the cursor is positioned in the role the place
the statistics have to be entered. An alternative of
choosing an excellent enter from the values of
validation is made for every of the statistics entered.
Concerning consumers relief the venture is designed
with ideal validation on every subject and to show
error messages with terrific suggestions. Help
managers are additionally supplied every time person
entry to a new area he/she can apprehend what is to be
entered. Whenever person enter a error facts error
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supervisor displayed consumer can pass to subsequent
discipline solely after coming into a right statistics.

Output Design
Computer output is the most necessary and direct
supply of data to the user. Efficient intelligible output
plan must enhance the system's relationship with the
person and admin in decision-making. Output graph
commonly refers to the outcomes generated via the
system. For many stop customers on the groundwork
of the output the consider the usefulness of the
application. Efficient software program need to be
capable to produce and environment friendly
advantageous reports.

FORM DESIGN
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CONCLUSION
The gadget gives built-in workflow of RIDE
SHARING SYSTEM. It gives entire spectrum of
retrofit options for current administration that
reliability of ticket reservation and the environment
friendly of organization. This mission mainly
developed for digital ticket sharing service. As per the
important points of expenditure on transport, buses are
the most favored mode of public transport in each rural
and city India. In order to serve these many commuters
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daily, the ticketing amenities on hand in the present
gadget of public bus transport is manual, purchasing
the ticket from the conductor. Sometimes the tickets
are no longer accessible and the hassle with bus
offerings is that they are now not reliable. The person
can e book the tickets via this internet site and
additionally they can take a look at the availability of
seats, e book tickets, get the seat routinely thru this
internet site and the anticipated ready time.
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